Task 1 – Please describe your background in ~3 sentences.

Task 2 - Please describe one fact about you that has nothing to do with work/school/systems engineering.

Task 3 – Like many of the skillsets that you have learned in systems engineering, we have often tried (and perhaps failed) at systems architecting before we knew of such a thing. Describe your experience with systems architecting. What systems have you architected in your academic or industrial career?
Hint: If you have trouble, it perfectly appropriate to think about small systems, small projects, small enterprises. Refer to the definitions of systems architecting in the Lecture on 1.21.15.

Task 4 – Evaluate how the architecture of the system you described above contributed to its failure or success.
Hint: Think about times when your systems architecture failed by some metric of reusability, or adaptability, etc.
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